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Abstract

As part of a continuing effort to provide the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Advanced
Reactor Severe Accident Program (ARSAP) with complete iodine analysis capability, a task was
undertaken to expand the modeling of IMPAIR-3, an iodine chemistry code. The expanded code
will enable the DOE to include detailed iodine behavior in the assessment of severe accident
source terms used in the licensing of U.S. Advanced Light Water Reactors (ALWRs). IMPAIR-3
was developed at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI), Switzerland, and has been used by ARSAP for
the past two years to analyze containment iodine chemistry for ALWR source term analyses.
IMPAIR-3 is primarily a containment code, but the iodine chemistry inside the primary circuit
(the Reactor Coolant System or RCS) may influence the iodine species released into the
containment; therefore, a RCS iodine chemistry model must be implemented in IMPAIR-3 to
ensure thorough source term analysis. The ARSAP source term team and the PSI IMPAIR-3
developers are working together to accomplish this task.

This cooperative task is divided into two phases. Phase I, taking place in 1996, involves
developing a stand-alone RCS iodine chemistry program called IMPRCS (IMPAIR - Reactor
Coolant System). This program models a number of the chemical and physical processes of
iodine that are thought to be important at conditions of high temperature and pressure in the RCS.
The initial set of processes included in the model were taken from the open literature. A total of
12 chemical species and 10 kinetic reactions are included in IMPRCS. After IMPRCS was
developed, an exercise took place to ensure that the model worked properly for the conditions
of interest for ALWR accidents.

In Phase IL which is tentatively scheduled for 1997, IMPRCS will be implemented as a subroutine
in IMPAIR-3. To ensure an efficient calculation, an interface/tracking system will be developed
to control the use of the RCS model from the containment model. These two models will be
interfaced in such a way that once the iodine is released from the RCS, it will no longer be tracked
by the RCS model but will be tracked by the containment model. All RCS thermal-hydraulic
parameters will be provided by other codes (e.g., MAAP or FIPLOC). To ensure that the new
IMPAIR-3 code with the RCS model functions properly, ALWR demonstration calculations that
use both RCS and containment iodine models will be performed. This new iodine analysis
capability will be available to the ALWR vendors upon the completion of Phase H
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1. INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has issued a policy statement [1] providing
guidance for certification of new nuclear power plants in the U.S. As a part of this certification
process, the nuclear industry must address the potential severe accident vulnerabilities and
consequences of new plant designs. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has instituted the
Advanced Reactor Severe Accident Program (ARSAP) to assist the nuclear industry in addressing
these severe accident issues. The goal of the ARSAP is to facilitate the certification of
standardized advanced light water reactors (ALWRs) by ensuring that severe accident safety issues
of demonstrated significance are resolved. Since the consequences of a severe accident depend
strongly on the amount of radioactive iodine that is released from the containment, ARSAP has
initiated the development of a comprehensive iodine analysis capability for the ALWR accident
evaluation.

The first task was to provide an ex-vessel iodine analysis capability for ALWRs. A search
identified a suitable existing code-the IMPAIR code, an ex-vessel iodine chemistry code
developed at Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) of Switzerland [2]. Initially, IMPAIR was developed
to model only iodine chemistry and physical interactions in the containment. Other codes, such
as MAAP [3], provided the thermal hydraulics, and in-vessel release of iodine and other important
chemical species required for ex-vessel iodine chemistry computation. Because of the differences
in the input and output requirements between these two codes, and the maturity of the IMPAIR
code for modeling iodine behavior, an interface was initiated as a part of the ARSAP task [4-6].
The interface, which is called MID (MAAP-IMPAIR Interface Driver), minimized the
modifications needed in either code, and also addressed new modeling capabilities not found in
the other two codes. To exercise MID and test the ex-vessel iodine behavior analysis capability,
a number of accident scenarios related to ALWRs were conducted [5-6].

To help address the uncertainties associated with the form of iodine released from the reactor
coolant system (RCS; also known as the primary circuit), and to provide a complete (in- and ex-
vessel) iodine analysis capability, a decision was made to expand the modeling of the IMPAIR
code by implementing a RCS iodine chemistry model in IMPAIR-3 [7]. This task was a
cooperative effort between the ARSAP source term team and the PSI IMPAIR-3 developers.

This task was divided into two phases. Phase I, which is described in this paper, includes the
development of a stand-alone RCS iodine chemistry program called IMPRCS QMRAIR - Reactor
Coolant System). IMPRCS utilizes a previously developed high-temperature iodine chemistry
model [9], which was expanded to include other capabilities such as surface depositions and RCS
releases. IMPRCS is a kinetic iodine code using the same principles as IMPAIR-3 (i.e., coupled
differential rate equations); thus, it will be easy to incorporate into IMPAIR-3 later. In Phase II,
tentatively scheduled for 1997, after IMPRCS is incorporated as a subroutine of IMPAIR-3, it will
be used to perform a number of demonstration calculations depicting the release of iodine from
the fuel to the RCS and into the containment. These calculations will focus on ALWR
applications. As a part of the ARSAP charter, this new iodine capability will be transferred to the
vendors upon the completion of this task.
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This paper will first present a brief description of the IMPAIR-3 code and the ex-vessel iodine
analysis methodology followed by a discussion of the IMPRCS code and its test problems.
Finally, the future improvement of IMPRCS and its incorporation into IMPAIR-3 will be
addressed.

2. IMPAIR-3

IMPAIR-3 is an ex-vessel iodine chemistry code developed at PSI in Switzerland. On-going
research at PSI and elsewhere on the severe accident behavior of iodine is being used to improve
and update IMPAIR-3. To be consistent with the work done previously [4-6], an older version
of IMPAIR-3 [7] is being used for the initial development of the RCS iodine model. This version
of the code models 4 gas-phase and 17 liquid-phase chemical processes, plus 16 physical processes
in the containment that are thought to be important to iodine behavior during a severe ALWR
accident. These processes and their associated rate coefficients are illustrated in Figure 1. As
shown, IMPAIR-3 models 7 chemical species of iodine in various forms (i.e., deposits, aerosols,
droplets, gas, or liquid). A total of 28 species including the non-iodine species are modeled.

Since IMPAIR-3 is a multi-compartment iodine chemistry code, it uses a total of 28 rate equations
to solve for the iodine species mass in each compartment during each timestep. To solve these
rate equations, IMPAIR uses the DDRTV1 solver routine [8]. The code also employs double
precision arithmetic and is portable to several computer platforms such as personal computers and
workstations. Because IMPAIR-3 only models the iodine chemistry in the containment, it relies
on other codes to supply the thermal hydraulic conditions in the containment as well as the iodine
sources from the RCS. The following section briefly describes an interface developed to link
IMPAIR with MAAP.

2.1. Ex-Vessel Iodine Analysis

To provide a capability for assessing iodine behavior in containment during severe accidents in
ALWRs, IMPAIR-3 was linked with MAAP by an interface code called MED. MID was initiated
as part of an ARSAP task and was intended to alleviate the differences between the input and
output requirements of MAAP and IMPAIR, to minimize the modification of these two codes, and
to implement new modeling capabilities not present in the two primary codes. These new
capabilities included time-dependent spray removal of iodine vapors (such as 1^ and CHjI), iodine
absorption into the water droplets, surface deposition (resulting from difiusiophoresis and
sorption), and iodine mass transfer due to settling, pool flashing, and enhanced droplet entrainment
[5].

To exercise MID and its capabilities, a number of ALWR demonstration calculations were
performed. A total of 10 calculations for 2 accident scenarios of the Westinghouse AP600 and
for 4 accident scenarios of the General Electric SBWR were performed using the linkage of
MAAP, MID, and IMPAIR codes [5-6]. These calculations clearly demonstrated that a 30-day
ALWR accident sequence, including ex-vessel iodine behavior, can be modeled by the linked
codes. In terms of iodine behavior, the demonstration calculations showed that the organic iodide
dominated at the latter part of the 30-day accident. In all these demonstration calculations, the
form and the release of iodine from the RCS were arbitrarily assumed to be Csl; however,
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sensitivity calculations have shown the importance of molecular iodine in the RCS releases. Thus,
the source term results will definitely depend on the iodine species that is released from the RCS
and available to interact in the containment. Therefore, a project was initiated to develop a RCS
iodine chemistry model for inclusion in the IMPAIR code. The following section describes briefly
this RCS iodine chemistry stand-alone code, IMPRCS.

3. IMPRCS

As a stand-alone code that models the RCS iodine chemistry, IMPRCS utilizes the reaction
kinetics iodine model developed previously for the high temperature conditions in the RCS of light
water reactors [9]. Based on this model, fission products of cesium and iodine would interact with
other elements in a RCS hydrogen/steam gas environment. Also in this model was the simplified
reaction of organic materials with iodine, because a very small amount of organic material may be
present due to the carbon generation from the decomposition of the structural materials and the
possible reaction of carbon and hydrogen at elevated temperatures. The 10 dominant reactions
of iodine modeled in IMPRCS are presented in Table 1. They are listed in the order of their
forward reaction rates. Because these reactions in general are exothermic, a second reaction
product is probably required to stabilize the reaction that yields a single product. Examples of
such reactions are listed as items 7 through 10 in Table 1. The rate coefficient values listed were
taken at 1000 K and were obtained from Ref [9-10]. In general, some of the rate coefficients are
quite large. In a previous study [9], it was shown that chemical equilibrium is reached in seconds
for a fission products-to-steam mole ratio <10'(, and that the principal species produced were
CsOH and HI. For the fission products-to-steam mole ratio >10'5, the equilibrium time is on the
order of 10"* s, and the principal species produced are CsOH and Csl. Reactions listed in Table 1
result in a total of 12 chemical species which require 12 rate equations. In addition, IMPRCS
explicitly models the surface deposition of selected iodine species and their RCS releases (see
Table 2). In this way, both deposition and releases are computed after the rate equations are
solved.

IMPRCS is currently designed for a single RCS volume, with capabilities to calculate surface
depositions and releases to containment. IMPRCS uses double precision arithmetic and the
principles of coupled rate equations which can be solved by the same DDRTV1 solver routine as
in IMPAIR-3 [8]. Note that unlike IMPAIR-3, in which the rate coefficients are numbered below
100, IMPRCS rate coefficients are numbered starting with 101.

Because IMPRCS is at present a single volume code, users need to supply only the gas
temperature and volume, as well as the initial concentrations of the 12 chemical species and their
initial source rates. In addition, users can input the deposition rates of the Csl, CsOH, CH3I, and
I2, and the volumetric gas flow rate out of the RCS. This volumetric gas flow rate is used to
estimate the quantity of the 6 iodine species (Csl, CsOH, CH3I, l^ HI, and HOI) thought to be
released from the RCS to the containment. Eventually many of the input parameters will be
provided by the thermal-hydraulic code (e.g., MAAP). The following section describes the test
problems performed for the IMPRCS.
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3.1. RCS Iodine Analysis

A number of preliminary test problems were conducted to evaluate IMPRCS and to ensure that
it was functioning properly. All test problems were designed specifically for the ALWR. For
example, based on a small-break loss-of-coolant accident for the Westinghouse AP600 scenario
[5], the initial Csl inventory in the fuel was 26 kgs. Generally, the molar ratio of cesium to iodine
is about 10 in the initial inventory of fuel irradiated for more than a few months. Therefore, it was
determined that the initial inventories for cesium and iodine are about 130 and 13 kgs,
respectively. Based on the same scenario [5], MAAP calculated that the hydrogen mass generated
in the RCS was about 290 kgs, with 1 kg of steam. The high hydrogen mass might be a result of
the cladding-steam reaction. In reality, both cesium and iodine should be released from the fuel
at a certain rate. Therefore, it was assumed that both Cs and I were sourced into the RCS volume
at a release rate (75% of the initial inventory to be released from the fuel in first 5 hours)
determined by a recent study on the estimate of the in-vessel source terms for the ALWRs [11].
Based on this rate and using the fission product inventory determined by MAAP, the source rate
for the Cs and I was 6.0236x10"* g/cm3-s and 5.7518xlO'9 g/cm3-s, respectively. It was further
assumed that H2O and H2 in the RCS were generated at a rate of 6.0386xl0"10 g/cm-s and
1.7512xlO'7 g/cm3-s, respectively, during the 5-hr time frame.

By assuming no RCS release or deposition, two preliminary runs were performed to examine the
reaction behavior as a function of temperature: Case 1 at 1000 K, and Case 2 at 1500 K.
Figures 2 and 3 present the species concentrations for these two cases, respectively. As shown
in these figures, a noticeable difference was evident for the formation of CsOH. At the higher
temperature, CsOH tended to form at a higher rate, and I depleted faster. In fact, most of the I
was converted into Csl which dominated the reacted iodine species and cesium species for both
cases. Note that a large amount of Cs is still unreacted because the steam available was very
limited.

To examine the effect of hydrogen-to-steam molar ratio, a third run (Case 3) at a temperature of
1000 K was performed for a hydrogen-to-steam molar ratio of 26, instead of 2610 as in the
previous two cases. The species concentrations for Case 3 are plotted in Figure 4. In comparing
Figures 2 and 4, a similar trend was observed between the two cases. However, near the end of
the 5-hr run (Case 3), the concentration of CsOH dominated for the reacted species because of
the abundance of steam available. Beside Csl, a very small amount of HI, Ij, and HOI were
formed (< 10"10 g/cm3).

The percentage of the Cs and I conversion at the end of 5-hr run for these three cases is shown
in Table 3. The results as shown in Table 3 suggested that the formation of Csl may not be
temperature dependent, but rather iodine-limiting. On the other hand, the formation of the CsOH
was sensitive to temperature and steam availability. Of course, these runs only examined specified
steam-to-hydrogen molar ratios, and fission product-to-steam molar ratios. Other situations
should be tested also.

To test both the deposition and leakage models within IMPRCS, a fourth case was run. In this
case a deposition rate of CsOH onto the RCS surfaces was assumed to be 1x10"* s*1. In addition,
a RCS-to-containment flow rate of 0.013 m3/s was assumed (this rate corresponds to the release
time that MAAP calculated for all Csl to reach containment [5]). All other parameters were the
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same as in Case 3. The preliminary results of this run are plotted in Figures 5 through 6. As
shown in Figure 5, for the 5-hr problem time, the trend of the species concentrations was similar
to that in Case 3, except the curves of HI and I2 intersected near the end of the run for Case 4.
At the end of 5 hours, only 3.5% of the Cs remained uncombined in the RCS, in comparison to
8.4% in Case 3. About 86% of the Cs formed CsOH, with only 62% of this CsOH released into
the containment (see Figure 6) and 0.05% deposited. The remaining approximately 10% of the
Cs formed CsL with nearly all the I being converted. About 64% of the Csl was released into the
containment and 36% remained in the RCS.

These results clearly indicate that Csl dominates the release in both steam-starved and steam-rich
conditions. Note that these calculations are merely a demonstration run. If the possibility of
organic interaction and variations in thermal-hydraulic conditions are included, the results may be
significantly different. The following section provides some suggestions for enhancing the
performance of IMPRCS and performing additional analyses to provide better insight into the RCS
iodine releases.

4. FUTURE IMPLEMENTATION OF IMPRCS INTO IMPAIR-3

This section contains a brief description of the future development of IMPRCS, the plan to
incorporate IMPRCS into IMPAIR-3, and proposed studies for the new IMPAIR-3 for ALWR
applications.

4.1. Improvements to IMPRCS

Although the basic model of iodine chemistry in the RCS has been developed, a more detailed
examination of the rate coeflBcients for the ALWR applications is needed in order to evaluate a
wide range of thermal-hydraulic conditions. Extensive research and development have been done
since the model used in IMPRCS was developed; therefore, comparison and benchmarking with
the new research and development results may actually improve the accuracy of IMPRCS iodine
chemistry. In addition, a release calculation of cesium and iodine from the fuel or core to the RCS
is needed (e.g., MAAP) because the release rate will affect the time dependence of the calculated
results. Also, the surface interactions may depend on the physical parameters, which means that
other factors could influence the deposition and desorption of the iodine species coupling with the
thermal-hydraulic parameters such as steam condensation rate. Experimental data from recent or
ongoing research programs may be useful in the development of an improved model.

In addition to the improvement of the model, the code architecture of IMPRCS should be
improved to include multi-volume capability. For example, if a release path from the primary
coolant system is via a steam generator, it may not be appropriate to assume a single volume.

4.2. Proposed architecture for IMPRCS in IMPAIR-3

IMPRCS was developed with code architecture similar to that of IMPAIR-3. A subroutine in
IMPAIR-3 contains all rate equations to be solved for the containment model. A revision of this
subroutine would be necessary to include both the containment and the newly developed RCS
(IMPRCS) models. To identify the appropriate applications for the RCS or containment analysis,
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a logic flag or Boolean logic will be used. The iodine species, HI, will be added to the
containment model since they are not modeled by IMPAIR-3. Additional flags will be used to
direct the flow among the RCS volumes and to the containment compartment(s). Once the release
to the containment is started, the amount released will be added to the containment inventory of
the species. Currently, it is proposed that once released from the RCS, no material can return to
it. Thus, once all RCS releases are completed, the RCS model will be shut down in such a way
as to minimize the execution time for the containment analysis. This option should prove valuable,
because the RCS iodine chemistry is dominant in the early part of the accident, while the
containment iodine chemistry is important at the latter part of the accident. For a 30-day scenario,
it would save time to terminate the RCS iodine model after its releases are complete (<1 day).

4.3. Proposed new IMPAIR-3 for ALWR Iodine Behavior Analysis

As development of the IMPAIR code continues, a complete iodine analysis (including release from
fuel through release from containment) will be possible. This new tool, coupled with a thermal-
hydraulic code such as MAAP, will estimate the iodine source term more realistically than
currently possible with the available computer codes. The new IMPAIR code, coupled with a
detailed release of iodine and cesium from the fuel, and the IMPRCS model will estimate the
chemical reaction rates of the iodine and other fission products in the RCS. Depending on the
thermal-hydraulic conditions of the scenario simulated, and the presence of impurities such as CH4,
the chemical form of the iodine released from the RCS may be different. Once the iodine is
released to the containment, the containment model in IMPAIR-3 will track its chemical reaction
and physical interaction rates. Thus, a more realistic model of iodine interaction from fuel release
to containment release can be readily demonstrated.

Once the link is established, ALWR demonstration calculations can be performed based on
particular ALWR designs, and various accident scenarios, including severe accident conditions.
When the new calculation capability is complete, it will be transferred to vendors for their use in
certifying the designs.

5. CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY

The preliminary development of IMPRCS has been completed. Additional work will be needed
to improve the IMPRCS capability and to actually incorporate IMPRCS into IMPAIR-3. A more
elaborate testing of the IMPRCS needs to be performed, since the runs provided here omitted the
possibility of methane chemistry interaction. If this interaction is included in the test runs, the
results may be significantly different. Once the new IMPAIR-3 is developed, it will provide better
insight into iodine behavior during ALWR accidents. This advanced tool will provide an additional
capability for the DOE ALWR program, and will assist vendors with calculations for licensing
ALWRs.
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Table 1. Gas-Phase Chemical Reactions in EV1PRCS

Process*

1. Cs + HI~CsI + H
forward
backward

2. CH4 + I-CH3I + HI
forward
backward

3. CsOH + HI~CsI + H2O
forward
backward

4. Cs + H2O~CsOH + H
forward
backward

5. I + H 2 -HI + H
forward
backward

6. I + H2O~HOI + H
forward
backward

7. I + H + X - H I + X
forward
backward

8. H + H + X - H 2 + X
forward
backward

9. Cs + I + X~CsI + X
forward
backward

1O.I + I + X~I 2 + X
forward
backward

Rate
Coefficient**

k101=2.00xl0-u

k im=3.06xl0-14

k i o3=l. 66x10""
kI(M=3.36xlO^

k1O5=1.0Oxl0"15

k1(V!=2.32xlO-24

k107=1.76xl0-16

k10Ii=1.16xlO-10

k109=1.46xl0"17

k m =6.91xl0- u

km=4.12xl0-21

kn,=8.50xl0-12

kU3=1.24xl0-30

^ , ,=2 .57x10^

ku5=1.03xl0-32

kn^ .SSxlO- 5 0

k117=7.66xl0"32

ku,=2A3xl0AS

kn9=1.00xl0-33

km=1.0xl0"107

Dependence***

ivk101,k102,C)

f(klos,klo6,C)
T
Tp*

T"
OBI

*\k109,k110,C)

T-

T
T

Ml

T

f(k119,k120,C)
T
T

*X in the reactions is the collision body which is added to dissipate the heat of the reaction.
** Values given at 1000 K are in cm3/molecules-s, except for the forward rate coefficients of

kn3 - k119 which are in cmVmolecules2 -s.
***C is the species concentration in molecules/cm3, and Tg.is the RCS gas temperature in Kelvin.
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Table 2. Gas Phase Physical Processes in IMPRCS

Process

Surface Deoosition

Csl
CH3I
CsOH
T2

Release to Containment

HI
Csl
CH3I
CsOH
HOI
h

Rate Coefficient

^121

k122
K123

*124

concentration x Q j ^
concentration x Qfl,̂
concentration x 0 ^
concentration x Q^^
concentration x 0 ^
concentration x Qflow

Dependence

constant, user input
constant, user input
constant, user input
constant, user input

<w
Qflow
Qflow
Qflow
Qflow
Qfw

*Qaow= t o t a^ volumetric gas flow rate from the RCS to containment is provided by user or
thermohydraulic analysis (e.g., MAAP).

Table 3. The Amount of Cesium and Iodine Converted at the End of 5-hr Runs

Cesium unreacted

Cesium converted to Csl

Cesium converted to CsOH

Iodine converted to Csl

Casel
(Temp.=1000K,
H2/Steam=2610)

84%

10%

6%

99.9%

Case 2
(Temp.=1500K,
H2/Steam=2610)

82.6%

10%

7.4%

99.9%

Case 3
(Temp.=1000K,
H2/Steam=26)

8.4%

10%

81.6%

99.9%
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Figure 1. Relationship Among Rate Coefficients, Species, and Processes
Modeled in IMPAIR-3
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Figure 2. Case 1 RCS Gas Concentrations at 1000 K with a H2/E2O Ratio of 2610
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Figure 3. Case 2 RCS Gas Concentrations at 1500 K with a H2/H2O Ratio of 2610
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Figure 4. Case 3 RCS Gas Concentrations at 1000 K with a H2/H2O Ratio of 26
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Figure 5. Case 4 Concentration in RCS Gas Space with a Containment Leakage
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Figure 6. Case 4 Mass Release from RCS with a Containment Leakage
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